Aqua-Zorb
from Unipart Rail

A simple method of removing water from fuel tanks

The absorbent within the sheath removes
water from the bottom of diesel tanks to
improve fuel quality
Available in a wide range of sizes suitable
for storage tanks and vehicle’s tanks
Fabric sheath contains the water filled
absorbent for easy removal and disposal
Proven extensively within the haulage and
agriculture industries
Cost effective solution without the need to
drain fuel tanks

S E RV I N G TH E WO R L D ’ S R A I LWAYS

The Aqua-Zorb water-free cell is a simple and effective means of
removing water from the bottom of diesel fuel tanks. By using the fabric
sheath containing a water absorbing formula, the Aqua-Zorb product
eliminates the need for draining fuel tanks to remove water. The cells can
be easily be replaced to constantly provide a method of maintaining the
integrity of the fuel whether it is in a storage tank or on a vehicle.

The water content of diesel naturally falls to the bottom of a
tank and can create a breeding area for bugs that impact on the
quality of the diesel. Traditionally, water is removed by draining
it off at the base of the fuel tank with the associated health
and safety and disposal issues. Aqua-Zorb eliminates the need
for the draining of a fuel tank and the expanded sheath, which
contains the water, can be disposed of using conventional waste
collection services as there is no diesel contained in the formula.

Widely used in the haulage and agricultural industries, Aqua-Zorb
is a reliable and safe means of maintaining the condition of
stored fuel. Product tests have shown no leakage of the water
from the expanded sheath, no contamination of the fuel from
the product and no issues relating to removal and replacement
of the product in the storage tank.

Part No.

Catalogue No.

Size

AZ214

0007/500176

2in x 14in Cell

AZ2514

0007/500177

2.5in x 14in Cell

AZ314

0007/500178

3.0in x 14in Cell

AZ414

0007/500179

4in x 14in Cell

AZ614

0007/500180

6in x 14in Cell

AZ232

0007/500181

2in x 32in Cell

AZ2532

0007/500182

2.5in x 32in Cell

AZ332

0007/500186

3in x 32in Cell

AZ432

0007/500187

4in x 32in Cell

AZ632

0007/500188

6in x 32in Cell

AZ1232

0007/500189

12in x 32in Cell*

AZ14SSTR

0007/500190

Stainless Steel Tank
Rod with Clips
(for 14in Cells)

AZ32SSTR

0007/500191

Stainless Steel Tank
Rod with Clips
(for 32in Cells)

*Suitable for fuel tanks over 10,000 litres

Contact Unipart Rail for a full list of product sizes and applications.
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The Aqua-Zorb fabric sheath is dropped into a tank and the
weight of the steel rod product positions it at the bottom of
the vessel. The hydrophilic formula inside the sheath only
absorbs water and swells up to hold the waste liquid. The
sheath can be removed using the attached cord to inspect the
level of absorption, and can be replaced if necessary with a
new Aqua-Zorb cell.

Available sizes include:

